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OUR OBJECTIVE in this note is to prove the following special case of a theorem of Browder [0]: 
THEOREM. Suppose that X is a simply connected Hopf space and p is an odd prime. Then 
if H*@X; ZlpZ) is primitively generated it is free commutative. 
Actually as the proof will show we can replace the condition that X is a Hopf space 
with the weaker condition that H,(X; Z/pZ) is a homogenous coalgebra [7; 11.41. 
(To say that H,(X; Z/pZ) is a homogenous coalgebra amounts to saying that 
H*(X; Z/pZ) is isomorphic to a tensor product of algebras of three basic types: (1) E[x] 
where deg x is odd, (2) P[x] where deg x is even, and (3) P[x]/(xp’) where deg x is even 
and r > 0.) 
A different proof appears in [9]. 
Notation and convention. p will always denote an odd prime and H*( ) will denote 
H*( ; Z/pZ) and similarly for homology. All other notation and undefined terms will be 
as in [7]. 
We shall need the following well known property of the cohomology suspension. A 
proof may be constructed from [7; 11.5.21. Details for the dual result may be found in 
[2; 4.11. 
SUSPENSION THEOREM. If X is a simply connected space and H,(X) is a homogenous 
coalgebra then the cohomology suspension 
o : (QH*U’N, -I--) (~H*@W), 
satisfies 
1) 0 is epic except possibly when n E -2 mod 2p 
2) 0 is manic except possibly when n = 1 mod 2p. 
Proof of Theorem. Consider the modp Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence [3], [7; I] 
of the fibration 
nx-+ PX-+ x 
Then we have [7; II.4.9] 
E2 = CotorH*(X)(Z/pZ, Z/pZ) = S[S-‘,~P_,] 0 S[S~**~P_,] 
where (see [7; 11.2-31 for the definition of P_*) P_i = P_,H,(X), i = 1, 2. By hypothesis 
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H,(RX) is coprimitive and thus the general structure theorem of [7 ; II] implies 
dP-’ . s-‘.op _1--‘<S-‘90P_1 
dzpU1 : ker dP-’ 1 s-‘~~P_, -+ ~s-~*~P_, 
are epimorphisms. Thus the dual differentials in the cohomology spectral sequence, dp_t, 
d 2p_-1, are monomorphisms. These differentials have been identified in terms of certain 
cohomology operations [8; 4.71, [7; I and III]. (For the sake of completeness we include 
in an Appendix the properties of d2p_1 that we need here.) These formulas allow us to 
complete the proof in the following way. 
Suppose that y E PH*(fiX)+, and suppose that y = rr(x), x E QH*(X)-. Then in 
{E,, d,} we have [7; 1.5.51, [S; 4.71 
dp_,(yp(s-l~Ox)) = s-'*~~~P'x : 2t + 1 = deg(x) 
Since d, _-1 is manic it follows that /?P'x # 0 E QH*(X). Therefore P'x # 0 E QH*(X). 
Since deg(P’x) = 2tP + 1 G 1 mod 2p it follows from the suspension theorem that o(P'x) # 0. 
Thus, since deg(y) = 2t we have 
yp= P'y = P%(x)= o(P'x)# 0. 
Next suppose that y E PH*(RX)+ is not a suspension. However by the suspension 
theorem yp is still a suspension. Let [y] denote the equivalence class of y in PH*(RX)/im 0. 
Then Iv] = q(x) for a unique x E QH*(X)’ where cp is the transpotence (of the appropriate 
order) of Cartan [l], [4]. 
The transpotence of an element x E QH*(X)’ may be regarded also as an element 
p(x) E Tor,&(Z/pZ, Z/pZ). The formula from [7; III] that we need (see Appendix) may 
be expressed as follows. Suppose that y E PH*(i2X)f and [y] = q(x). Then yp = e(z) for a 
unique z E QZY*(X)- and 
d,, -~(Y~(v@))) = s- ‘*“Pz. 
Since d2p_-1 is manic it follows that pz # 0 E QH*(X). Hence z # 0 E QH*(X).There- 
fore by the suspension theorem yp = e(z) # 0. 
Thus we have shown that c : PH*(ClX)+ -+PH*(CkX)+ is a monomorphism. Since 
H*@X) is primitively generated it follows from [6; 6.71 that H*(RX) is a free commutative 
algebra. n 
APPENDIX: A PROPERTY OF d,,_ I 
For the sake of completeness we append here a proof of the formula involving d,, _1 
used above. It is merely necessary to study somewhat he universal example; the result then 
follows by naturality (compare [S; 4.71 [7; 1.5.51). The formula for d, _r appears in [S; 4.71 
17; 1.5.51 and again in [7; III]. 
To construct the universal example consider the stable two-stage Postnikov system 
X(r) - L(Z/pZ, 2tp’ - 1) 
3%) J-rp 4 
K(Z/pZ, 2t) 5 K(Z/pZ, 2tp*) 
where gF(rztpV) = 1%. 
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Since the k-invariant of X(r) is decomposable 0X(r) is up to homotopy type just 
K(Z/pZ, 2t - 1) x K(Z/pZ, 2tp’ - 2). It follows from inspection that H*(QX(r)) is primitive. 
(Note that this depends on the fact that p > 2. For when p = 2 and r = 1 it is not true that 
H*(RX(r)) is primitive; see [5].) 
Let q = rc~(izr) E H2’(X(r)) and let 1 E H2fp*-2(RX(r)) correspond to z~~~,._~. Then in 
PH*@X(r))/im c we have, [A] = cp,,.(r& where qpP is the p’-th order transpotence, d is the 
cohomology suspension and [u] for u E PH*(RX(r)) denotes the equivalence class of u in 
PH*(G!X(r))/im 0. 
We must now identify the element z with the property that a(z) = RP. To this end con- 
sider the element P’pr-‘z21p, E H*(Z/pZ, 2tp7, then 
gr*(P’p’-1i21p,) = Pfpr-‘i& = 0 
since tp’ - 1 = - 1 mod p, (This is an easy calculation using the Adem relations. Indeed 




(P”‘px)p if n E 0 mod p.) 
Therefore P’P’-‘z2tpF E ker g,* , since it is also indecomposable primitive P’p*-1z21p, E 
H*(Z/pZ, 2tp’)\\g,* (this was denoted by sub-ker g,* in [S]). Thus P’pr-1z2fp, determines an 
element 24 = s-‘,“Prpr- 1t2tpv in H*(X(r)). If i : K(Z/pZ, 2tp’ - l)+ X(r) denotes the in- 
clusion of the fibre then 
i*(U) = P’pr-‘12,,,_, 
and hence by the naturahty of the cohomology suspension 
and 
may 
(M)*o(u) = o(P’P’- 112tp, _I) = P’pr- 1c(z2,p, _I> 
= P’P - I 
lzfp’-2 = (12tp’ -2jp 
it follows from the definition of 1 that we may assume a(u) = ip, and thus we 
choose z = u. 
Continuing the calculation of H*(X(r)) we see that /Xz # 0 E QH*(X(r)) because 
i*@u) = /?P’P’-112fpr_-l # 0 E QH*(Z/pZ, 2tp’ - 1). 
Therefore the element in the E2 term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the 
fibration (which is the universal example) 
SLY(r) -+ PX(r)-, X(r), 
,-l,“bz E ET’.* would survive to B(np) = 0 and hence it must 
count together with [7; 11.5.51 shows that the only possibility is 
d2p -d~p(cpph)N = s-‘,OPz 
be a boundary. A degree 
and we are done. 
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